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Tristar AC-5562 Air
conditioner
Item No.

AC-5562

With the Tristar AC-5562 Mobile Air Conditioner, you can
have a comfortable climate in your home throughout the
year. This energy efficient air conditioner does not only
cool but also has a heating function. This mobile air
conditioner is very easy to use, with a digital timer and
remote control.
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DESCRIPTION
With the Tristar AC-5562 Mobile Air Conditioner, you can have a comfortable climate in your home throughout the year. This
energy efficient air conditioner does not only cool but also has a heating function. This mobile air conditioner is very easy to
use, with a digital timer and remote control.
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Versatile and multifunctional
The Tristar air conditioner has four operation modes: you can use it to cool, heat, dehumidify or as a fan. If you want to
enjoy a nice breeze in your home, you select one of the two fan speeds. An important advantage of the AC-5562 is that you
do not have to store it during the winter, because you can also use it to heat up a room. The heating capacity is 3.2 kW.
Relief on hot days
This Tristar air conditioner is a relief on hot days. The cooling capacity of 12.000 BTU and 3.5 kW makes it possible to cool a
room up to 100m3. When the air is humid the air conditioner will make the climate more comfortable with a dehumidifying
capacity of 1.2 litres per hour. Dry air cools faster so you can cool more efficiently when the air is dry.
Ease of use
You can create a comfortable climate while you hardly make any effort. You can easily control the Tristar mobile air
conditioner by using the remote control. The air conditioner automatically switches on or off by setting the digital timer. The
air conditioner is also easy to move, thanks to the castors.
What’s in the box:
Tristar Air conditioner, hose, remote control, instruction manual
Reasons to choose the Tristar AC-5562 Mobile Air Conditioner:
Cooling capacity of 12.000 BTU and 3.5 kW to cool a room up to 100m3
Provided with heating and drying function and a fan
Remote controlled and provided with a digital timer
Low energy consumption: energy class A
Mobile air conditioner and easy to move thanks to castors

SPECIFICATIONS
IP rating

IPX2

Adjustable thermostat

Yes

Power

1345

Digital timer

Yes

Control panel

Digital

Speed settings

2

Seasonal item

Summer

Refrigerant

R290, 235g

Energy class

A

Hose

Yes

Hose length

1,5

Noise level

65

Remote control

Yes
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EER

2.6

Power plug type

F

Waterproof

Yes

Capacity water reservoir

0,45

Cooling mode

4 operation modes: cooling, heating, dehumidifying, fan

Reach

18-25

The product or equipment contains

Yes

fluorinated greenhouse gas.
Cooling and warming

Yes

Splash waterproof

Yes

Heating capacity

3,2

Suitable for space up to

100

Airflow

400

Global warming potential

3

Fan speed selectable

Yes

Water tank full indicator

Yes

Cooling capacity

3.5

SEER

2.61

EAN Item/Giftbox

8713016042750

Brand Code

0
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